Pool Rules – Forker Pool
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• DO NOT enter the pool unless a lifeguard or qualified instructor is present.
• No diving is allowed in the pool.
• No running on the deck or pool enclosure area.
• No horseplay in or around the swimming pool.
• No back dives, back flips or front flips allowed.
• Use of the swimming pool by anyone with a contagious disease or open sore is prohibited.
• Please remove all band-aids before entering the water.
• No food or beverage allowed (NO GUM).
• Do not swim after the consumption of alcoholic beverages.
• Non-Coast Guard approved flotation devices are prohibited. These include, but are not limited to; water rings, water wings, unapproved life jackets and inner tubes.
• Recreation Services is not responsible for lost, stolen, or damaged personal property.
• Decisions rendered by the lifeguard staff are final.